Abstract. The quantum limits on measurements of small changes in the length of a Fabry-Perot cavity are calculated . The cavity is modelled by a pair of dissimilar mirrors oriented perpendicular to a one-dimensional axis of infinite extent . The continuous spectrum of spatial modes of the system is derived, and the electromagnetic field is quantized in terms of a continuous set of mode creation and destruction operators . Coherent state and squeezed vacuum-state excitations of the field are characterized by energy flow, or intensity, variables . The determination of small changes in the cavity length by observations of fringe intensity is considered for schemes in which the cavity is simultaneously excited by coherent and squeezed vacuum-state inputs . The contributions to the limiting resolution from photocount and radiation-pressure length uncertainties are evaluated . These properties of the Fabry-Perot cavity are compared with the corresponding results for the Michelson interferometer .
. Introduction
Interest in the limiting resolutions of interferometers for measurements of small changes in length has been greatly stimulated in recent years by the development of optical methods for the detection of gravitational waves [1] [2] [3] . Most of the detailed theoretical work on the limiting length resolution has been concerned with the Michelson interferometer [4] [5] [6] [7] , but practical systems that use the Fabry-Perot interferometer are also being developed [8] [9] [10] . The main content of the present paper is a study of the quantum theory of the Fabry-Perot interferometer and its application to the measurement of length . The interferometer is here treated in isolation, and we do not consider its incorporation into a gravitational-wave detecting system .
The Fabry-Perot cavity is modelled by a pair of plane high-reflectivity mirrors oriented perpendicular to a one-dimensional axis . No boundaries are placed on the axis, and the spatial modes of the cavity system accordingly have a continuous distribution of wave-vectors . The mirror reflectivities are in general allowed to be different, and the mode structure derived here generalizes earlier work [11, 12] in which one of the mirrors was taken to be perfectly reflecting . The electromagnetic field is quantized by the association of creation and destruction operators with these spatial modes . For a spatial axis of infinite extent, it is natural to work with the energy flow, or intensity, of the field rather than the photon-number variables often used in quantum optics theory . The flow variables also correspond more closely to what is measured in experimental determinations of fringe intensity, and we express the results from a simple model of photodetection in terms of these variables .
It is assumed throughout that the cavity is excited through one of its mirrors by a beam of coherent light with a narrow spread of frequencies . It has been pointed out by Caves [6] that the length resolution of a Michelson interferometer can in principle be improved by the injection of squeezed vacuum-state light through the normally unused input channel . We accordingly consider the effects of simultaneous excitation of the Fabry-Perot cavity through its other mirror by a beam of squeezed vacuum-state light obtained from a degenerate parametric amplifier .
Small changes in the cavity length produce small changes in the Fabry-Perot fringe intensities . We treat length measurement schemes in which photodetectors are placed on both sides of the cavity with intensity data taken from one, or the other, or from the difference of the two detector readings . The inaccuracy of the length determination is produced by two factors . The first of these is the uncertainty or fluctuation in the photocount rate that occurs for the coherent input light . Its magnitude can in principle be reduced without limit by increasing the intensity of the coherent input and by increasing the degree of squeezing of the auxiliary input light . However, both these increases have the counter-effect of increasing the second contribution to the length measurement inaccuracy, which is caused by fluctuations in the cavity length associated with fluctuations in the radiation pressure . An appropriate balance between the two contributions produces a minimum length uncertainty equal to a standard quantum limit that has the same value for a range of length-measuring schemes .
The main results of the paper are summarized in its final section, where a comparison is made of the length-measuring capabilities of the Fabry-Perot and Michelson interferometers .
. Cavity model and field modes
The optical system is treated as purely one-dimensional with plane-wave propagation parallel to the z-axis . The Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of two partially reflecting mirrors whose planes are at right angles to the z-axis . The details of the optical propagation within the mirrors are not important for the present study . These details can be suppressed by representing each mirror as a dielectric slab of thickness e and real dielectric constant x, taken in the limit where (-+O and K--* 00 in such a way that µ=xe
(1) remains finite . The appropriate limits of standard results for a dielectric slab then give the complex amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients in the forms r=ikp/(2-iky) and t=2/(2-ikit),
where k is the optical wave-vector . These coefficients satisfy the usual amplitude and phase requirements for a symmetrical mirror,
Ir12+It12=1
(3) and rt*+r*t=0 or argr-argt=2n .
They also have the additional properties t-r=1, t+r=exp(2iargt)
and the optical phase changes on reflection and transmission are approximately argr : n-j tj and argt x 2 1 7r-1tI .
The Fabry-Perot cavity, represented in figure 1, has different mirrors of characteristic constants µl and µ 2 placed respectively at coordinates -2L and 22L . The cavity is conveniently specified by the position-dependent relative permittivity :
The mirror reflection and transmission coefficients, denoted r 1 , t 1 and r2, t2 , are defined by equations similar to (2) in terms of the mirror constants µl and µ 2 , respectively .
For a fixed linear polarization, Maxwell's equations have solutions in which the electric field has a time-dependence exp (-ickt) and a spatial variation described by a mode function Uk (z) that satisfies the wave equation
There are two solutions for each wave-vector magnitude k . We choose them so that one mode, with function Uk (z), is purely outgoing on the right of the cavity at positive z, while the other mode, with function Uk (z), is purely outgoing on the left of the cavity at negative z . These modes correspond respectively to illumination of the cavity from the left and from the right . The spatial dependences of the two kinds of mode are taken to be
Tk exp (ikz) (-ikz) -oc<z<-zL
where k is taken to be positive throughout . The four unknown coefficients for each mode are determined by the boundary conditions at the mirrors . Thus continuity of tangential E imposes the condition Uk( -2I' ) = Uk( 2I'+)=Uk(-2L) (13) at the left-hand mirror . The tangential B field suffers a discontinuity at each mirror because of the finite change in the time-derivative of the electrical displacement across the infinitesimal mirror thickness . The resulting boundary condition at the left-hand mirror is
Similar boundary conditions apply at the right-hand mirror and for the second kind of mode function . After some mildly tedious algebra, the mode function coefficients are found to be
The coefficients Rk and Tk agree with the usual expressions for the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients of a Fabry-Perot cavity . It is not difficult to verify that they satisfy the conditions IRkI2+ITkI2=IRkI2+ITkI2=1 (21
and Rk Tk+RkTk =0,
or argR k -arg Tk +argRk-arg Tk=x
as required of all lossless optical systems . The equality (17) of the transmission coefficients is a consequence of the time-reversal symmetry of the system, and it leads, in view of (21), to
In addition, it can readily be shown that
Rk ={r l exp (-ikL) +r 2 exp (ikL+2iargt l )}/D k ,
rk=t2/Dk, Jk=t2rlexp(1kL)/Dk,
Rk ={r2 exp (-ikL)+r 1 exp (ikL +2i arg t 2 )}/D k ,
where Dk =1 -r l r 2 exp (2ikL) .
Mid Rk T k = Jklk -Ik Jk = -Tk Rk .
The standard Sturm-Liouville form of orthogonality integral for the eigenvalue equation (10) is
where the expression on the right is obtained by partial integration after substitution from (10) for Uk(z) and Uk(z) respectively . The integral can thus be evaluated by insertion of the explicit mode functions from (11) . With the use of (21) and a standard representation of the delta function, retention only of the dominating term in the limit of large Z gives the result It can similarly be shown that f 7
and the mode normalization is therefore determined . The orthogonality condition
follows with the use of (22) . The mode strength inside the cavity is determined by the coefficients Ik and Jk . Consider the quantity IIk1 2 =It11 2 /{(1 -Ir111r21) 2 +41r11Ir2Isin 2 (kL+Zargr1+ argr2)},
where (16) and (20) have been used . The strength is a maximum for wave-vectors k" that satisfy k"L=ntt-Zargr l -2argr2i where n is an integer .
(33)
The value of (32) is then denoted
(34)
The same wave-vectors (33) give maximum transmission through the cavity, with I Tk1 2 of order unity for mirrors whose constants y, and µ2 are not too different . For wavevectors k close to k, (32) is approximately
where
For a high-Q cavity with highly reflecting mirrors where (7) and (8) 
The Lorentzian approximation (35) holds over the high-transmission ranges of wave-vector for the high-Q cavity, and the sharpness of the transmission maxima is of course the feature responsible for the outstanding practical importance of the Fabry-Perot interferometer . The maximum transmission mode strength (40) cannot exceed unity, but the mode strengths (39) inside the cavity take very high values when the mirror reflectivities are close to 100 per cent . Gardiner and Savage [13] have considered the relation between the input and output fields of a Fabry-Perot cavity . They use quantized fields with different creation and destruction operator pairs for the different spatial regions of the modes shown in figure 1 . Their results for an empty cavity are equivalent to (15) and (20) . Collett and Gardiner [14] have given an analogous treatment in which the cavity modes are represented by a system of discrete internal standing waves coupled through the mirrors to continua of external modes . Each external mode is coupled in this model to all of the internal standing waves, but the connections between input and output fields remain the same .
The results of this section can also be compared to the expressions derived in [11] and [12] when the right-hand mirror is made perfectly reflecting, with Ir21=1, argr2=9, It21=0, argt2=iir
in accordance with (8) . The mode function Uk(z) does not involve any excitation of the optical cavity in this case . The other mode function, Uk (z), exactly reproduces the standing-wave spatial dependence derived by Baseia and Nussenzveig [11] when account is taken of their different coordinate origin, different normalization, and a difference in overall phase amounting, in their notation, to an angle of zkl-2r-8k . Finally, we point out that in the absence of any mirrors, when
The two modes are simple plane waves travelling in opposite directions, as expected, with mode functions
,=r 2 =0 and t j =t 2 =1,
the node coefficients (15)- (19) reduce to J k =Jk=Rk =Rk=O and I k =Ik=Tk =Tk=1 .
3. Field quantization The electromagnetic field is quantized by the introduction of mode creation and destruction operators . The operators for modes Uk(z) and Uk(z) are denoted &k, ak and akt, ak respectively . With k taken to be a continuous variable, they satisfy the commutation relations With a unit quantization area in the xy-plane and a single linear polarization E, the usual procedure for quantization of the electromagnetic field [15] produces a vector potential operator of the form When the Fabry-Perot mirrors are removed, and the mode functions have the planewave spatial dependences (44), the vector potential reduces to a one-dimensional form of the usual free-space expression .
The electric field operator has two parts that satisfy relations similar to (46) and (48), with
(49) 0
If the zero-point contributions are ignored, the Hamiltonian can be writteñ
and this reduces with the use of the orthogonality relations (29)-(3 1) to the expected form
The photodetection rates considered in the following section depend upon timedependent operators defined by 
and similar relations for the primed operators . The ranges of integration extend from 0 to oc but it is a good approximation to take a range -oo to oo for narrow-bandwidth where A(z, t)=A + (z, t)+A -(z, t),
and J 0
excitations . It can then be shown with the use of (45) that the above operators satisfy the commutation relations
[a(t), a t (t')7=[a (t), a t (t')]=0 .
Time-dependent operators can be defined piecemeal for the different sections of the z-axis . Thus the outgoing mode functions on the left of the cavity given by (11) and (12) combine to generate an operator
where t=t-(IzI/c) .
(55)
The analogous operator on the right of the cavity is
The commutators of these operators with their Hermitian conjugates are
where ( 
where a(t) =(c/2n) 1 / 2 Jdk ; e xp (-ickt) .
For coherent light of very narrow spectral width around the wave-vector k o , corresponding to the continuum representation of 'single-mode' laser light, we put
where f is the intensity or energy flow of the light and 0 is its phase angle . Then from (62) a(t) =fl 12 exp (-icko t + i4).
(64)
Coherent states of the modes Uk(z) are defined in a similar fashion. Simultaneous coherent-state excitations of both kinds of mode are denoted I{ak}{ak}> . The ak and ak functions can both be taken in the form (63) when the wavevector spread is small compared to the cavity resonance width F given by (36) or (38), and when both functions are centred on the same wave-vector k o, as would be the case for joint excitation by the same laser source . The operator defined in (54) then satisfies the eigenvalue equation
The energy flow obtained from (58) has the time-independent form fL=IRof 1"2 eXp (i4))+ To f '112 exp (i4) ' )1 2 .
The corresponding outwards flow on the right of the cavity obtained with the use of the operator defined in (56) is
The zero subscripts on the mode coefficients in these expressions are a shorthand for k o . It follows from (21) and (22) that
in accordance with energy conservation .
Photodetector model
An experimental arrangement of the kind represented in figure 2 is assumed, with a light source and a detector on either side of the Fabry-Perot cavity . The coincident input and output beams could be separated in practice by optical circulators, not shown in figure 2 . The bandwidths of the input light beams are assumed to be sufficiently narrow for the frequency dependence of the detector response to be ignored . The response is then simply proportional to the appropriate flow rate, or intensity, as defined in (58) . The measured data are the numbers n(r) of photocounts recorded over repeated time-intervals of duration i . The mean and the second moment of the photocount distribution function are accordingly
No allowance has so far been made for the photodetector quantum efficiencies, which are often much smaller than unity in practice . It is assumed that the two detectors shown in figure 2 have the same quantum efficiency rl . The mean count (70) is scaled to become
The second-moment expression (71) must first be put into a normally ordered form, with the use of (53), in order for the quantum efficiency to be easily inserted . It is convenient also to subtract off the square of the mean, and the resulting expression for the photocount variance is
0 0 f 0 where the colons denote normal ordering . These expressions for the photocount mean and variance apply as they stand to both detectors, and it is only necessary to specify a particular detector by insertion of appropriate subscripts (L or R) . However, an alternative way of processing the measured data is to form the difference between the photocounts in the two detectors in each time-interval r . The mean difference photocount is
where the detectors are assumed to lie at equal distances from the cavity so that the time of detection suffers the same retardation at each . The variance of the difference photocount, obtained with the use of the commutation relations (57), is
Note that the term linear in 11, sometimes referred to as the shot noise in the detection process, is proportional to the sum of the photocounts at the detectors even though the variance refers to their difference . 
<(AnD(ti)) 2> = nT(L+fR) = nt( +f '),
where (69) has been used .
The flow rates fL and fR provide convenient characterizations of the strengths of light beams in the continuous wave-vector representation . These quantities correspond more closely to what is measured by photodetectors than do the photon numbers more commonly used in discrete wave vector representations . In addition, the total photon number is awkwardly infinite for a z-axis of infinite length with an excitation whose flow at each point has a finite value .
The squeezed vacuum state
The assessment of the Fabry-Perot interferometer as a length-measuring device in the subsequent sections considers arrangements in which the left-hand light source provides coherent light, while the right-hand source is either absent, corresponding to a vacuum state of the Uk(z) modes, or provides squeezed vacuumstate light . The suggestion that the latter could be advantageous was first made by Caves [6] in his treatment of the limiting resolution of a Michelson interferometer as a gravitational wave detector . A suitable right-hand light source in this case is a degenerate parametric amplifier operated with a vacuum input .
The most complete continuum-mode theory of the degenerate parametric amplifier has been given by Collett and Gardiner [14] , and we here quote without proof some of the results needed in later sections . The light source is assumed to consist of an amplifying medium in a single-ended cavity, and the notation of [14] is converted according to y ,--*y, y,--+O and e---e exp (i0 s),
where y is the amplifier cavity damping constant and a is a measure of the amplifier pump intensity . Both parameters y and a are real and have the dimensions of inverse time . The phase of s in (79) is chosen to agree with the squeezed state notation of Caves [6] . The required mode-operator expectation values are f < ak> -0,
and
where the distribution of wave-vectors in the squeezed-state spectrum is assumed to be centred on the same wave-vector ko as the left-hand input coherent state described by (63) or (64) . The squeezed vacuum light has a spread of wave-vector components of order (?y ±e)/c . It is assumed that this spread is small compared to the Fabry-Perot resonance width F given by (36) or (38) . The right-hand input flow for this model of the light source is given by f'=<a t (t)a'(t)> = 1E 2y/(4Y 2-E 2 ), (2Y±9)T>> and the variance then takes the form where (83) where (52) and (81) have been used . The left-hand output flow obtained from (58) with the use of (54), (60), (63), (80) and (81) 
It is seen by comparison with the flows (67) and (68) for two coherent inputs that the cross-terms are now absent . The energy conservation condition (69) is however still satisfied by the flows (84) and (85) . The photodetector model of the previous section can be applied to the case of a squeezed-vacuum right-hand input . The direct photodetection of squeezed light has been treated by Collett et al . [16] , and the same method can be used here with some slight generalization to take account of the Fabry-Perot mode structure . The mean and the variance of the counts at the left-hand detector are given by (72) and (73) with L subscripts attached to the operators, which are then defined in accordance with (54) . The mean count obtained with the use of (17) and (84) X=0-20s+argRo-arg To .
This expression may be written more compactly in terms of a squeezing parameters (called r by Caves [6] (91) where (17) and (24) 6. Photocount length uncertainty Small changes in the length L of the Fabry-Perot cavity produce small changes in the mean photocounts at the two detectors, and these can in principle be used to measure the small distortions of the interferometer caused by gravitational waves . The limiting resolution is determined by the intrinsic uncertainty in the photocount, characterized by the photocount variance . This resolution is calculated in the present section for detection schemes that use the left-hand or the right-hand detector or the difference between the two photocounts . The left-hand input is always coherent light, while the right-hand input is either vacuum or squeezed vacuum-state light .
The uncertainty AL in cavity length caused by the photocount uncertainty is obtained from (15), (17) and (20) . The general results are however quite complicated algebraically and we first consider the case of identical cavity mirrors, where the subscripts on r and t can be dropped . Then 
Consider first the case where the left-hand detector is used to measure the change in cavity length . The length uncertainty obtained from (94) with the use of (97) This quantity and the mean photocount from (100) are plotted as functions of 0 in figure 3 , where an unrealistically large value of Iti 2 is taken for ease of drawing . It is seen that the minimum length uncertainty occurs at the null in the Fabry-Perot reflected intensity where (ALL)mi .=~tl 2 /4ko(r/tf)' /2 1r1 for sin 0=0 . The left-hand photocount variance vanishes for these values of the angle 0 . According to (105), the length-measuring resolution of the Fabry-Perot interferometer can be improved without limit by reduction of the mirror intensity transmission coefficient It1 2 or the optical wavelength 2ir/k o , or by increase in the intensity f of the coherent light source . We shall find in § 7, however, that limits are imposed when the effects of radiation pressure fluctuations are taken into account . A result equivalent to (105) has been obtained by Yurke et al . [17] .
The corresponding length uncertainty for measurements that use the right-hand detector is obtained from (94) with the use of (97), (98) and (101) 
The 0 dependences of this quantity and the mean photocount from (101) are shown in figure 4 . The minimum length uncertainty occurs at angles slightly displaced from the positions of the Fabry-Perot transmission maxima . These angles are easily found by differentiation of (106), and for highly reflecting mirrors they are given by The minimum length uncertainty in this case is a factor of 2 . 6 larger than the uncertainty (105) for measurements by the left-hand detector . Finally, the length uncertainty for difference detection is obtained from (94) with the use of (97), (98), (102) and (103) The 0 dependences of this function and the mean difference photocount from (102) are shown in figure 5 . The minimum length uncertainty in this case occurs at angles given by
The minimum length uncertainty is a factor of 1 . 5 larger than the uncertainty (105) for measurements by the left-hand detector .
.2 . Non-identical mirrors
With different mirrors at the two ends of the Fabry-Perot cavity the simple expressions (97) no longer apply, and in general the mode coefficients must be taken in the forms given by (15) , (17) and (20) . Whereas the cavity with identical lossless mirrors has 100 per cent transmission and zero reflection at the resonant wavevectors k n, this is no longer the case with different mirrors and some reflected light remains even at resonance . The effects of non-identical mirrors are particularly striking for length determinations that use the left-hand detector, where the numerator of (94) no longer has a zero to cancel the zero that continues to occur in the denominator at the resonant wave-vectors . The corresponding length uncertainty is thus infinite on resonance, similar to the behaviour for right-hand and difference detection shown in figures 4 and 5, and quite different from the left-hand behaviour for identical mirrors shown in figure 3 . The general expressions for the length uncertainties obtained with the use of (15), (17) and (20) are quite complicated . However, since the minimum uncertainties occur close to the resonant wave-vectors, it is permissible to use the Lorentzian approximations to the mode coefficients with forms given by (35) and (36) . Thus for example, in the case of right-hand detection, the length uncertainty (106) 
where (40) has been used, and the L-independent quantities k 0 L and FL are given by (37) and (38) . Minimum uncertainty occurs for 
This reduces to (108) for identical mirrors, and it shows that the uncertainty for nonidentical mirrors can be obtained by making the replacement ItI 2 _(It1 I 2 +It2I 2 ) 2 /41tjI It21 .
It is seen with the use of Cauchy's inequality that the quantity on the right-hand side is larger than the average of the intensity transmission coefficients of the two mirrors . The length uncertainty becomes infinite when one of the mirrors is made perfectly reflecting, as would be expected on physical grounds, since the photocount is independent of cavity length in this case . Results similar to (114) and (116) apply for the left-hand and difference detection schemes .
. Squeezed vacuum-state right-hand input
Caves [6] first suggested that the length-measuring resolution of a Michelson interferometer could be improved with the use of a squeezed vacuum-state input . The Michelson resembles the Fabry-Perot interferometer in having two kinds of input mode, corresponding to the two input faces of the beam-splitter at the centre of the interferometer . With only one of the inputs excited, an analysis similar to that carried out above shows that minimum length uncertainty occurs for measurements made at the nulls in the interference fringes . The nulls are of course characterized as the interferometer settings for which none of the incident light, and correspondingly none of its photon-number fluctuations, reach the detector . The residual photocount length uncertainty at the nulls can be ascribed to the vacuum fluctuations that enter the interferometer via the unexcited input channel .
Similar arguments can be applied to the Fabry-Perot interferometer . Consider the simple case, treated earlier in the present section, of left-hand detection with a vacuum right-hand input . The photocount variance (100) can be written in the form ;(OnL(T)) 2 >=t1 2 TIRol 4f+i IRoI 2f(1 -gIRo1 2), (118) and for perfect detection (ij = 1) this reduces to <(OnL(T)) 2 >=TIRoI 4f+TIRo1 2 1ToJ 2f. (119) The two terms on the right are interpreted as contributions to the photocount noise that arise, respectively, from the beating of the reflected input coherent light of mean count TIR0 I 2f with its own reflected vacuum fluctuations of magnitude 'IRO 12 and with the transmitted vacuum fluctuations of magnitude ZI To1 2 from the unexcited right-hand input . The minimum length uncertainty (105), at an interferometer setting for which IR0I = 0, arises entirely from the second term on the right of (118) or (119), the residual zero in this term being cancelled by a zero of the same order in the denominator of (94) . It should therefore be expected that the minimum length uncertainty can be further reduced by the use of squeezed vacuum light at the righthand input .
The above argument suggests that squeezed input light reduces the minimum length uncertainty significantly in conditions where this occurs at, or close to, a null in the interference fringes . It is seen by reference to figures 3 to 5 that this requirement is satisfied for left-hand detection and approximately for difference detection, but is not at all satisfied for right-hand detection . Detailed expressions for the length uncertainties are obtained by substitution of (86) and (91) or (92) and (93) into (94) . The Fabry-Perot mirrors are assumed henceforth to be identical so that the mode coefficients and their derivatives are given by (97) and (98) . The resulting expressions are nevertheless quite complicated and we first consider some numerical illustrations of the effects of introducing squeezed light .
One obvious consequence of a non-zero right-hand input is the removal of the nulls in the interference fringes at the left-hand detector, and this effect is illustrated in figure 6 . The difference photocount, however, retains its zero-crossing, as is illustrated in figure 7 . The removal of the nulls at the left-hand detector has a consequence similar to that of using non-identical mirrors, discussed in § 6 .2, in that the minimum length uncertainty no longer occurs at the resonant wave-vectors . This effect is illustrated in figure 8 , which clearly shows the shift in minimum uncertainty away from 0=0 for f' :A 0 . The shift destroys to some extent the beneficial influence of the squeezed vacuum input, which as explained above is particularly effective for angles 0 such that JR0 1 2 vanishes . The length uncertainty increases for the larger values off', corresponding to more heavily squeezed vacuum-states, on account of the positive contributions of the terms in (91) linear in f', which begin to dominate the terms proportional to f . Figure 9 shows the analogous variation of length uncertainty for right-hand detection with various squeezed vacuum-state inputs, and as is suggested by the qualitative discussion of the previous paragraph, little or no reduction in uncertainty is produced . Finally, figure 10 shows the corresponding results for difference detection . The introduction of squeezed vacuum-state light at M . Lev and R . Loudon the right-hand input here shifts the minimum in the length uncertainty towards the angle 0 of the zero-crossing in the interference fringes (cf . figure 7) , where the squeezing is expected to be particularly effective . The curves in figure 10 show that significant reductions in the minimum length uncertainty are indeed achieved . The cancellation of the mode coefficients in the final term of the difference photocount variance (93) has an important influence in limiting the damage caused by the terms linear in f for the more heavily squeezed vacuum states .
Following the above remarks, we consider in detail only the most promising arrangement that uses a squeezed vacuum state input in conjunction with difference photodetection . It is assumed that
and the photocount mean from (92) is approximately
For identical mirrors, the use of (23) simplifies the phase angle defined in (89) to x=0-20 s +21t .
The variance (93) is minimized by a choice of phase angle such that sin x=0 and cos x=1, when it takes the approximate form
The length uncertainty obtained from (94) with the use of (97) and (98) This expression reduces to (110) in the absence of any squeezing, when s = 0, or for low detection efficiency, q-*0 .
In the presence of squeezing, it is convenient first to consider the limit of very large squeezing, s-> oc, and perfectly efficient detection, r~=1, when (124) The length uncertainty therefore vanishes for angles 0 m that satisfy
where IRO 1 2 =IT01 2= 2 and <-n(T)>=0 .
The shift in the minimization condition from angles that satisfy (11) for zero squeezing to angles that satisfy (126) for large squeezing agrees with the behaviour of the numerical results illustrated in figure 10 .
For intermediate values of the squeezing parameter s and quantum efficiency 11, the angles 0 m that minimize the length uncertainty must be found by differentiation of (124) . This procedure produces some complicated algebra, which we do not reproduce here . The results simplify considerably however for squeezing parameters s greater than unity and quantum efficiencies q not much smaller than unity, when the minimization angles continue to satisfy (126) to a good approximation . Minimum length uncertainty thus continues to coincide with the zero-crossings in the difference fringe intensity, and substitution of (126) 
These minimum values are not shown by the curves in figures 8 and 9, particularly for the higher values of the squeezing parameter, because the coherent energy flow f is not sufficiently large to justify the neglect of the variance terms linear in f' .
. Radiation-pressure length uncertainty
The minimum length uncertainties calculated in the previous section can be made arbitrarily small by suitable combinations of small mirror transmission Its, high-intensityf in the left-hand input, and large-squeezing s in the right-hand input .
However, we shall show in the present section that all of these factors tend to produce large-intensity fluctuations in the interior of the Fabry-Perot cavity, and that the associated radiation-pressure fluctuations on the cavity mirrors prevent arbitrary reductions in the minimum length uncertainties .
The effects of radiation-pressure fluctuations in a Michelson interferometer have been calculated by Edelstein et al. [4] and by Caves [5, 6] , and we follow the general approach of these authors by calculating the radiation-pressure length uncertainty as a separate contribution, unconnected with the photocount length uncertainty of the previous section . It has been shown in the Michelson case [7] that both contributions can be included in a single unified calculation of the quantity that is actually observed, the photocount fluctuation at the detector . However, the main results of the two methods of calculation are the same, and it is simpler to make a separate calculation of the radiation-pressure length uncertainty .
With the notation for intensity components in the three regions of the z-axis shown in figure 2 , and for a narrow spread of optical excitation around the wavevector ko, the mean forces on the two mirrors in the positive z direction are F1=hko(f+fL -f+ -f-) (132) F2 = hko(f+ +f--fR -f') . If the compliances of the mirror mountings are respectively S 1 and S2 , the mean change in cavity length produced by these forces is l=S2F2 -S1F1 .
The two compliances are assumed to be of similar magnitude, with S1 =S+8S and S2 =S-SS,
and the length change takes the form
It has been shown in the previous section that the minimum length uncertainties occur for angles B m that are close to the cavity resonances, where the mode strengths (16) and (18) inside the cavity take high values, particularly for low mirror transmission coefficients . The internal intensities f+ and f_ are correspondingly much larger than the input intensities f and f' or the output intensities fL and f, It is seen from (135) that the mean radiation-pressure length change is approximately l : 2hk 0 S(f+ +f_), (136) and the contribution proportional to 6S is relatively insignificant . The difference between the compliances can therefore be ignored .
The radiation-pressure length uncertainty bl is given approximately by the fluctuation in the length change whose mean value is given by (136), and it is necessary to specify the mode operators whose expectation values determine the internal intensities . As in the derivations of the output energy flows (84) and (85), we assume that the spread of wave-vectors in the optical excitation is much smaller than the cavity resonance width h . Then analogous to (58), f+(t) =<(Ioat(t)+J'a t(t))(Ioa(t)+Joa'(t))> f_(t)=<(Joat(t)+Io a't(t))(Joa(t)+Ioa'(t))> .
(137)
The cavity mirrors are assumed to be identical for the remainder of the present section, and the primed and unprimed mode coefficients in (137) then become the same . It follows from (16) and (18) that for a high-Q cavity with highly reflecting mirrors 11012'&Vol2 ~ltl 4 +l 4sin e 6'
similar to (97) but with lrl set equal to unity, and with 9 defined by (99) . Also argJ o-argIo =k 0L+argr^--nxc (139) close to the nth cavity resonance, where ( 33) has been used . Thus (137) reduces to f+(t) ~f-(t)^ IIo12<(at(t)±a^'t(t))(a(t)±i (t))>, f+(t) , f_(t),II012(f+f') .
and for excitations in which the left-hand input is coherent light while the right-hand input is squeezed vacuum-state light, use of (64), (80) and (83) gives (141) It makes no difference for these excitations whether the + or the -signs are used in (140) and we henceforth retain only the + signs . The mean length change (136) is now lz4hk 0SII01 2 (f+f') .
The radiation-pressure length uncertainty is obtained from the variance of the cavity length change given by (136) with the energy flows represented by the operator combination given in (140) . It is convenient to introduce the time duration io of an experimental observation of the cavity length, and to average the variance over the observation time . Thus (6L) 2 =16h 2 koS 2 II 0 I4 where x is defined in (122) . In order to compare this expression with the minimum photocount length uncertainties calculated in the previous section, we evaluate (144) for the same conditions assumed there, namely f>>f', sinx=0 and cosx=l, (145) when it reduces to (5L)2 =16ft2k0S2II0I4 (exp (2s) + 1)f/ ; . It is seen from (138) that 1101 is proportional to 1/1t1 at the angles 0for minimum photocount length uncertainty, given for example by (107) or (126) . Thus for a large squeezing parameter s, the radiation-pressure length uncertainty from (146) has the proportionality bLocexp (s)f 1 J 2 11t1 2 . The final expression for the Fabry-Perot length uncertainty is found by squaring and adding the photocount and radiation-pressure contributions . For difference detection with a squeezing parameter s greater than unity and I rI x 1, substitution of the angle 0m from (126) into (138) and insertion of the result into (146) gives (6L,) 2 ;:t 4h 2koS2 exp (2s)fl It1 4To.
We take the photocount uncertainty from (129) for the limit of perfectly efficient detection, and the combined length uncertainty is then The overall minimum length uncertainty (151) is a form of the standard quantum limit that arises in other schemes for high-resolution length measurement . It depends only on the compliance of the mirror supports and on the photocount integration and total observation times . However, the input intensity (152) needed to achieve the optimum length resolution can be greatly reduced by the use of highly reflecting mirrors and a highly squeezed vacuum-state input . Similar conclusions apply for left-hand detection alone, where the photocount length uncertainty is given by (130) . For right-hand detection alone, where the photocount length uncertainty is given by (131), the minimum length uncertainty of order (151) is achieved only in the absence of squeezing, where the right-hand input is an ordinary vacuum state, and the required coherent input intensity is of the order of (152) but with the squeezing exponential removed.
Conclusions
The fringes of a Fabry-Perot interferometer are much more sensitive to changes in cavity length than are the fringes of a Michelson interferometer to changes in relative arm length . This is illustrated for example in figure 3 , where, even for the modest reflectivity of 0 . 9, the fringe intensity falls to half its maximum value for a change in k 0L amounting to about 3°. By contrast, the corresponding angle for a Michelson interferometer, with the usual cosine dependence on the difference of arm lengths, is 90°. It might therefore be expected that an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity could be achieved by the use of Fabry-Perot interferometers instead of Michelson interferometers in gravitational wave detectors .
The sensitivity of the Michelson interferometer can however be improved by the use of a multiple-reflection arrangement in which the light in each arm is reflected b times by the end mirror before the two beams are combined to form interference fringes . The multi-reflection Michelson interferometer still has cosine fringes but any shift in the mirror position produces a change in optical path length that is amplified by a factor b . An analysis of the length resolution of a multi-reflection Michelson interferometer [6] produces a length uncertainty that has the same overall form as the Fabry-Perot result (150), except that Jti 2 is replaced by 1/b . This replacement is perhaps not surprising since 1/iti 2 provides a measure of the number of reflections that take place in the Fabry-Perot cavity before the light emerges through the mirror . It should however be stressed that the two interferometers operate in quite different fashions; the sharp fringes of the Fabry-Perot interferometer result from the superposition of all the light beams in the multiply reflected set, whereas the different orders of reflected beam in the Michelson interferometer are spatially separated in a zig-zag pattern . The Fabry-Perot interferometer basically has a simpler structure than the multi-reflection Michelson interferometer .
The final result (151) for the minimum length uncertainty of the Fabry-Perot interferometer is no different from that found for other measurement schemes . Schemes do differ however in the feasibility of achieving the minimum value in practice . For Michelson interferometric techniques with practicable laser intensities f, the photocount length uncertainty greatly outweighs the radiation-pressure length uncertainty, For the Fabry-Perot interferometer, the coherent laser intensity (152) required to achieve the optimum length resolution is greatly reduced by the Itt 4 factor, of order 10 -6 or less in practice, which is an inherent property of the interferometer . The additional exp (-2s) reduction factor produced by the use of a squeezed vacuum-state input is the same for both kinds of interferometer . These factors in principle facilitate the achievement of the minimum length uncertainty (151), which occurs at the coherent intensity for which the photocount and radiationpressure contributions are equal .
The detailed form of the radiation-pressure contribution is affected by the measurement strategy adopted in the search for cavity length changes, which is in turn influenced by the spectral characteristics of the length-changing forces applied to the cavity . The simple model used here has mirrors that respond instantaneously to the radiation-pressure force and no explicit assumptions have been made about the time-dependences of the length changes that must be detected . In applications to gravitational wave detection, the resolution can be optimized by suitable restriction of the detection bandwidth to frequencies present in the wave and the choice of appropriate mirror damping and restoring forces . A variety of minimum length uncertainties is found for the different spectral distributions of gravitational force [18] . These results together with (151) are in accord with the basic quantum theory of measurement (see [19] and the earlier references therein) . We note that in (151) and (152), the observational time-duration To associated with the radiation-pressure fluctuations has a minimum value equal to the photocount integration time T, but it is of course longer than T for a series of photocount measurements .
The limits discussed above refer to a somewhat idealized system and we should emphasize two of the assumptions on which they rely . Thus, it was assumed in § 5
that the spectral distribution of the squeezed vacuum-state light is much narrower than the Fabry-Perot resonance width t . This essentially requires that the cavity of the degenerate-parametric-amplifier squeezed-light source should have narrower resonances than the Fabry-Perot length-measuring cavity . The requirement is difficult to satisfy in practice since Itl 2, and hence F'=1t12/2L, need to be as small as possible to achieve a manageable coherent input intensity (152) . The technology of squeezed light generation is in any case in its infancy, and sources with the required properties are not currently available .
The final results for the limiting length resolution also rely on the assumption of unit photodetector quantum efficiency, made in the transition from (128) to (129) . When rj is not equal to unity, the former expression must be used, and the minimum length resolution no longer tends to zero in the limit of infinite squeezing parameter . Indeed the term that involves the squeezing parameter in (128) can be neglected unless i is sufficiently close to unity that 1-rl<rlexp(-2s) .
Thus any attempt to improve the interferometer sensitivity by the use of squeezed vacuum-state light is worth while only for highly efficient photodetection . A similar conclusion applies to the Michelson interferometer [6] . In summary, we have evaluated the quantum theory of the Fabry-Perot interferometer and have shown that it has properties similar in outline, but different in detail, from those of a Michelson interferometer in terms of its potential for highresolution length measurement . The interferometric detection of gravitational waves remains of course a formidable experimental problem .
Note added
In a recent paper, Knoll et al . [20] have considered the Fabry-Perot interferometer as an example of a spectral filter that adds unavoidable quantum noise to its output . We briefly show how the results of the present paper conform to their general formalism .
For a high-Q cavity close to resonance at k=k,,, where the Lorentzian approximation (35) is applicable, (56) can be transformed to
The expression (154) has the same general structure as equation (3) of [20] . With no excitation of the right-hand input, &R(t) represents the right-hand output, with contributions from the transmitted left-hand input, filtered in accordance with (155), and a noise operator/'(t) that is independent of the input . As Knoll et al . point 4(f) := f dt'T(t"-t')a(t')+7(t), (154) where the transmission response function is defined by 
out, the latter is needed to preserve boson commutation properties, and it degrades the spectral-filtering characteristics of the interferometer that would be expected on the basis of a purely classical theory .
